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No dice? 
No worries!
Cut out the spinner 
and poke a pencil 
through the centre.

Warehouse 
Elves
Print & Play Instructions
Run out the first three pages of this file on A4 card stock 
before cutting and assembling the components. The last 
two pages make up the rule booklet and should be printed 
double-sided on A4 paper.

This was originally cobbled together for the 2008 
boardgamegeek.com Christmas card exchange. Once printed, 
the whole thing should happily fit in an envelope where it can 
pretend to be a card.
Enjoy!
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Wishlist card. After completing a Wishlist 
they can keep any remaining toys on the 
back of the Elf Truck to be used for future 
Wishlist cards.
If an Elf Truck’s Movement card would 
have it move forward into an object (a 
wall, the Snowman, the other Elf Truck), 
it immediately stops moving and is spun 
around 180° to face the other way.
Example 1:
The green Truck is about to move using 
the Forward x 2 card. As the Snowman has 
just moved in its path, leaving one blank 
hex between them, the green Truck moves 
forward one hex, then bumps into the 
Snowman and spins 180°. It does not get to 
move its other hex of movement.

Example 2:
The red truck is facing a wall when its 
Forward x 1 card is turned over. It does not 
move forward in any direction. Instead it is 
turned around to face the other way.

If a player’s Elf Truck bumps into their 
opponent’s Elf Truck, not only does the 
moving player’s Truck spin to face the other 
way, they may also take from the other 
player’s Truck any toy that they do not 
already have in their own. The Elf Truck 
that was bumped into does not change 
direction or move.
Points to note on Elf Truck 
Movement:

An Elf Truck can not share a hex 
with either the other Elf Truck 
or the Snowman – there can 
be only one token per hex.
The Elf Truck only has to pass over 
a hex in order to use it, i.e. it can 
pick up a toy and keep moving.
Only full sized hex spaces may be 
used. The partial hexes at the edge 
of the Warehouse are not large 
enough to accommodate either 
the Trucks or the Snowman.
Players may travel through and stop 
on their opponent’s Loading Bay 
hexes, but they may only use their 
own to complete a Wishlist.
If a Forward x 2 card is played, both 
hexes of movement must be used if 
possible. Likewise with the Turn x 2 
cards, the full 120° turn must be made.
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Overview
You are one of Santa’s Elves in the Present 
Dispatch Department. Your job is to fill 
the Wishlists of the world’s children. You’ll 
be driving your little Elf Truck around 
Santa’s Warehouse, collecting toys and then 
dropping them off at your Loading Bay.

Goal and Game End
The game ends when one player has won by 
completing three Wishlists.

Setup
If this is your first play, you will need to 
cut out and assemble the components. You 
will also need 1 six sided die (or cut out the 
hexagonal spinner provided).

Lay the board out as shown 
in the diagram below.
Shuffle the Wishlist cards and 
deal one to each player. These are 
kept secret. The rest of the deck is 
placed face down near the board.
The toy tokens are placed in 
supply piles next to the board.
Each player takes a player mat showing 
a top down view of their Elf Truck, 
and places the matching colour, folded 
truck token on their Loading Bay 
hex, facing the centre of the board.
Place the Snowman Security 
Guard token on the centre hex 
(over the “Ball” Stock).
Roll the die to determine a 
Start Player. Give them the 
Santa token to indicate this.
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Warehouse Elves
A two player Christmas card game 
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Wishlist Cards 
(face down)

Toy Tokens
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Overview of a Round
In a Round you will be doing the following in 
order:
In brief...
1) Decide on your preferred path of travel 

and lock in your 3 Movement cards.
2) Roll the die and move the 

Snowman, if possible.
3) Go through the Movement 

cards, one at a time in turn.
4) The Santa token passes 

to the other player.
In detail...
1) Decide on your preferred path of travel 

and lock in your 3 Movement cards.
Have a look at your Wishlist card and note 
the toys you’ll need to complete it. Figure 
out the best three moves you can make and 
lay those cards face down beside each other 
in front of you, ordered left to right. See 
Movement.
2) Roll the die and move the 

Snowman, if possible.
Move the Snowman Security Guard one 
space in the direction determined by the 
roll of the six sided die. See Snowman 
Security Guard
3) Go through the Movement 

cards, one at a time in turn.
Starting with the player holding the 
Santa Token, that player turns their first 
Movement card face up and takes the 
action shown. The next player then turns 
their first card over, and so on, back and 
forth until each of the player’s three cards 
have been acted upon.
4) The Santa token passes 

to the other player.
The player with the Santa token says “Ho! 
Ho! Ho!” in their most jolly voice as they 

pass it to the other player. Both players 
gather their Movement cards back into 
their hands, ready for the next round.

Santa Token
The Santa token 
indicates which player 
will be starting the 
round and moving first.

Wishlist Cards
There are ten Wishlist cards, each with 
a unique combination of 3 of the 5 toys. 
As you move your Elf Truck around the 
Warehouse, you will collect these toys in it. 
As soon as you have the set shown on the 
card, you can have the Elf Truck travel back 
to your Loading Bay hex. Once there (and 
only when there) you can turn the Wishlist 
card face up in front of you. Transfer the 
toy tokens you just used 
to complete the Wishlist 
from your player mat back 
to the supply piles near 
the board.

Completing a Wishlist. Team Frosty has a 
Ball, a Car, a Bear and a Robot. The Ball 

isn't used so it can remain on the truck.
The game ends as soon as a player has 
completed their third Wishlist. Until then, 
when one is complete a new card is drawn 
from the top of the deck (Keep it secret!).

Snowman Security Guard
The Warehouse is guarded by Snowman 
Security. They’re not 
very effective, but they’re 
inexpensive. Unfortunately, 
they also have a habit of 
getting in the way.
Each Round, after the player’s Movement 
cards have been locked in (but before 
the Elf Trucks move), the six sided die is 
rolled to determine the direction that the 
Snowman is going to try to move. Around 
the centre hex are the numbers 1 to 6 to 
indicate these directions. For example if a 5 
is rolled, the Snowman will try to move one 
space towards the side of the Warehouse 
that has the green (Team Jingle Bells) 
Loading Bay on it.
Points to note on Snowman 
movement:

The Snowman can not share a 
hex with an Elf Truck, but can 
move to any full hex on the board 
including the Loading Bays.
The Snowman will not move if he hits 
a wall, but will push an Elf Truck if it’s 
in his way. If the Elf Truck is up against 
a wall in the direction rolled, nobody 
moves (the Elf Truck is not squished).
The Snowman will also try to 
move when the Forward x 2 
Movement card is played.

Movement
Both players have the same set of 
Movement cards, each with their team 
colour and symbol in a stripe at the top 
of the cards. In the following icons, the 
top edge of the hex indicates the direction 
the front of the Elf Truck is pointing. The 
arrows are the movement action that will 
take place. 
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Left x 1 – turn 60° left

Left x 2 – turn 120° left

Right x 1 – turn 60° right

Right x 2 – turn 120° right

Forward x 1 – move forward 
one hex

Forward x 2 – roll for the 
Snowman to move, then 
move forward 2 hexes

The Movement Icons
Each Round, the players will choose the 
optimum path of travel for their Elf Truck 
that can be achieved with 3 of the 6 cards. 
They will place these 3 cards face down, 
ordered from left to right in front of them 
and place the remaining 3 cards (also face 
down) off to one side. After the players 
have each locked in their 3 cards and the 
Move Snowman action has been taken, 
the players take turns to go through the 
Movement cards as described above in the 
Overview of a Round section.
There are 5 Stock hexes in the Warehouse, 
one for each different toy. If an Elf Truck 
passes over a toy Stock hex and the player 
is not already in possession of the toy 
illustrated, they may load one on the back 
of the player mat truck from the supply. 
There can only be one of each kind of toy 
on the truck at any time. The player may 
collect a full compliment of toys and is not 
limited to those shown on their current 
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